Seizing investment opportunities in
the Asia-Pacific region. We know how.

Asia-Pacific – leveraging diverse opportunities
“Our global funds require us to invest internationally. In order to meet this
need, we have been operating in the Asia-Pacific region with its economically
strong submarkets for more than ten years now. We act reliably, transparently and with integrity in the interests of our investors and transaction
partners alike.”
Eric Cheah
Head of Investment Management Asia-Pacific, Union Investment

Union Investment is one of the largest real estate
investment managers in Europe, with assets under
management of EUR 41.4 billion. Our global commercial real estate portfolio comprises 368 office,
hotel, retail and logistics properties in 23 countries.
More than 19 per cent of the real estate assets are
split across the overseas markets of the Americas
and Asia-Pacific, and this proportion continues to
grow. We have been investing in the Asia-Pacific
region for over ten years and have completed
transactions worth EUR 1.9 billion. We currently
hold 6 properties with a total value of EUR 797.4
million, spread across two large retail funds with
a global investment remit.
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Southpoint, Brisbane, Australia

Targeting Japan and Australia
Our current focus is on the real estate markets
in Japan and Australia. In addition, we also observe investment opportunities in South Korea,
Singapore, China, Taiwan, Hong Kong and New
Zealand.
Our activities across the Asia-Pacific region are
managed out of our Singapore office. We are
interested in acquiring real estate assets in all
the above-mentioned markets, if the investment
conditions are right.

Transactions worth

EUR 1.9 billion
since 2006
Fiduciary duty
As an investor with a conservative risk profile and
a focus on the long term, we primarily target core
properties, in line with our duty of care to our
retail investors. Requirements include very good
locations, high construction quality and sustainable long-term rental income.

and with experience gained from over 34 individual transactions, we offer an efficient investment
process with maximum transaction reliability.
Our disciplined, process-based approach enables
us to complete even complex transactions smoothly, with our experience in currency management
being particularly beneficial.

Regional expertise
Our Singapore-based team has deep knowledge
of the economic and cultural conditions in the region’s markets. Supported by a strong head office
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Our investments – focused on long-term success
We intend to continue expanding our portfolio in the Asia-Pacific region. As a prudent, forward-looking investment
manager, we pursue selected opportunities that meet our specific requirements.

Asia-Pacific is a relatively young investment region for Union Investment, given that we have
been active in Europe for over 50 years. Our first
transaction in Asia took place in 2006 with the
acquisition of the Seoul Mobile Telecom building.

erties in Australia and an office building in Singapore. Our market development activities also
cover all other relevant target markets in the
Asia-Pacific region.

We now hold three properties in Japan worth a
total of almost EUR 368 million, two office prop-

Attractive investment markets in Japan

J6 Front, Tokyo, Japan

The focus of our Asian portfolio is on Japan and
we are seeking to diversify this portfolio across
the Greater Tokyo region, Osaka and Nagoya.
Exploiting the recovery of the Japanese economy
our last acquisition was the J6 Front office building in Tokyo. The Grade A property is located
in the central Shibuya Ward office market. Given
the large number of office properties being
constructed in central Tokyo, we are seeking to
diversify across Greater Tokyo and in Osaka.
Extended risk profile possible
We are mainly on the lookout for core properties
with long-term high occupancy rates, frequently
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155 Clarence Street, Sydney, Australia

acquiring them at the development stage. Thanks
to our proven asset management expertise, we
are also in a position to purchase properties with
slightly reduced occupancy levels.

Acquisitions in Brisbane and Sydney

Glass City Harumi, Tokyo, Japan

The Southpoint office and retail property in Brisbane is an example of just such a development
project. We acquired the project in an early stage
and supported it as an investor through to completion. Following this purchase in Brisbane, we
acquired the historic 155 Clarence Street office
building in Sydney. The property was extensively
refurbished in the same year. The occupancy rate
at the time of acquisition was 85 per cent and
quickly achieved full occupancy.
Melbourne, Adelaide, Perth and Canberra are
other attractive locations in Australia that could
support the internationalisation of our portfolio.
Sales reduce average age of portfolio
We regularly take advantage of selling opportunities in Asia-Pacific to optimise our portfolio.
The most recent example is the Glass City Harumi
office building in Tokyo, which we sold after a
ten-year holding period.

EUR 797.4 m
current portfolio under management
in the Asia-Pacific region
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Current investment locations in the Asia-Pacific region

Japan
Valuation in EUR m: 368
Properties: 3

Singapore
Valuation in EUR m: 184
Properties: 1
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Australia
Valuation in EUR m: 245
Properties: 2

Our real estate investment criteria in Asia-Pacific
Our investment focus in Asia-Pacific is primarily on office properties, but also on industrial real estate and increasingly
on the retail and hospitality sectors. Clear criteria dictate the direction.

General criteria
•	Investment volume per asset:

	Min. USD 75 m – max. USD 500 m (ideal size: USD
100 – 300 m)

•	Countries / cities:

Australia, New Zealand, Japan, Singapore, South Korea,
Greater China (incl. Hong Kong and Taiwan)

•	Yield:

In line with prevailing market conditions and the property’s
respective location and attributes

Criteria by use
Office
Class A to B + properties in well established locations
(CBD, prime business districts).
Existing properties are preferred, but developments can be
considered as well (forward funding, forward purchase).
Asset deals are preferred to share deals.
Single and / or multi-tenant assets.

•	Acquisition structure:

Asset deals (preferred), share deals, forward funding, forward purchase and JVs (case-by-case basis)

•	Financing:

Self-funded (100 per cent); borrowing may be used

•	Further criteria:

- CBD or strong suburban submarket locations
- Focus on primary markets and top tier secondary markets
- Good access to local public transportation is essential
- Lease agreements based on market practice. However,
there must be scope for annual rent increases

Minimum occupancy rate of 70 per cent for multi-tenant
properties leased to creditworthy tenants. Lower occupancy rates can be considered in exceptional cases.

Retail / Hotel / Logistics
Central and urban retail opportunities with secure and
substantial leases in place in locations supported by
strong demographics.
Centrally located hotel opportunities in major cities with
master lease in place.
Logistics / business park opportunities with secure longterm leases. Single-tenant or multi-tenant with good
credit ratings and manageable rollover risk.
Buildings with sustainability features and / or “green”
certificates preferred.

New build and / or modern properties and / or high-spec
refurbishments.
Sale and leaseback opportunities.
Buildings with sustainability features and / or “green”
certificates preferred.
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Your contacts
Singapore office

Eric Cheah MRICS

Christopher Tay

Head of Investment Management

Senior Investment Manager

Asia-Pacific

Asia-Pacific

Phone: + 65 6508 0248

Phone: + 65 6508 0246

eric.cheah@union-investment.de

christopher.tay@union-investment.de

Ying Yoong Wong

Mavis Li Ying Ng

Investment Manager

Junior Investment Manager

Asia-Pacific

Asia-Pacific

Phone: + 65 6508 0151

Phone: + 65 6508 0243

yingyoong.wong@union-investment.de

mavis.ng@union-investment.de

All information current at 30 June 2019.

Headquarters:
Union Investment Real Estate GmbH
Valentinskamp 70 / EMPORIO
20355 Hamburg
Germany
www.union-investment.de/realestate

Asia-Pacific (Singapore office):
Union Investment Real Estate
Asia Pacific Pte. Ltd.
50 Raffles Place #38 – 04
Singapore Land Tower
Singapore 048623

